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Introduction
Happy sex life. Happy employees [1,2 ]. The ‘feel good’ factor 

from having good sex can last you 12 hours! Want to stay happy 
and perform better at work? Start performing better in bed, as 
a study reveals, workers who had sex the night before are doing 
better at their jobs the next day. According to researchers from 
Pune University a happy sex life boosts their own job satisfac-
tion which, in turn, gives them a better work-life balance. They 
came to work happier and more fulfilled, immersed themselves 
more in the tasks they have given and enjoyed their job more 
as a result, researcher is associate professor affiliated pune 
university. Rahul Hajare. We make jokes about people having a 
‘spring in their step,’ but it turns out this is actually a real thing 
and we should pay attention to it,” researcher explained. Sexual 
intercourse triggers the release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter 
associated with the reward centres in the small brain, as well 
as oxytocin, a neuropeptide associated with social bonding and 
attachment [3]. The ‘feel good’ factor from sex lasts for approx-
imately 12 hours. The team looked at 1.5 married employees 
from an unnamed office-based business, monitoring their work 
performance and their sex habits. Those who had sex with their 
partners, at home, performed their work tasks better the next  

 
day than those who did not have sex. They found that maintain-
ing a healthy relationship that includes a healthy sex life will 
help employees stay happy and engaged in their work, which 
benefits the employees and the organisations they work for. In 
contrast, sacrificing sex in order to work is only likely to lower 
any feel good factor and raise levels of stress. This is a reminder 
that sex has social, emotional and physiological benefits, and it’s 
important to make it a priority. Just make time for it,” researcher 
explained.

Summary
If you are one of those who have a work place romance 

blooming up, then we have some important news for you. Ac-
cording to new research from Reboot Digital, colleagues are 
most likely to get romantic in the rainy months, reports The 
Independent. The scientists spoke to 2,017 professionals about 
their work-based love lives and discovered that colleagues are 
twice as likely to get together in the rainy months. About 66 per 
cent of people when asked about workplace romances, they said 
they would preferably begin during rainy. Office romances are 
more common than anyone would probably realise. About 45 
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per cent of those questioned said they had dated a co-worker at 
some point in their lives. But it can be hard maintaining office 
romances, when you are surrounded by so many people. That is 
why 40 per cent of dating colleagues like to keep their relation-
ship status on the down-low for as long as possible. The survey 
found that 12 per cent of people had dated their boss and 20 per 
cent of office flings involved a married partner. Meanwhile, 26 
per cent of bosses surveyed said they’d prefer their employees 
not to date each other, and some offices have rules about declar-
ing relationships that could impact your work life in any way. Six 
per cent of those surveyed said they had lost their jobs due to 
making out with a co-worker, and a further nine per cent said 
they’d been driven to leave their job due to irreconcilable rela-
tions with co-worker.

Conclusion
According to study, It is ok. The secret to fit look is eating well 

and exercising right. Researcher tips would be to be brave and 
believe in you. You must lovely just the way you are. Be confident. 
Enjoy yourself. 

Recommendation 1
Researcher has recommendate his research for those men 

women whose Sexual species afterglow lasts up to reach widow 
women less than 15min. G spot women less than 20min, squa-

mous women 25min, rice women 30min and plane pelvic women 
0min.

Recommendation 2
Secretory can arrange transportation facility for employee 

with jeep.

Recommendation 3
Boy and girl have to cross consent the mark of 18 before they 

should consider having proper intercourse.
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